Abstract. Magnetic anisotropy of the single crystal of the cobalt(II) chloride complex with 1 allyltetrazole (alltz) Co(alltz) 2 Cl 2 was studied. Types of magnetic ordering and easy and hard magnetization axes were determined, their relationship with crystallographic axes was established. The Co(alltz) 2 Cl 2 complex is a weak ferromagnet with T N = 99.3 K and possesses spontaneous magnetization σ S (4.5 * cm 3 mol -1 . Hysteresis effects, depending on the intensity of the magnetic field in which the sample was cooled, were detected.
INTRODUCTION
Complexes of metals with tetrazols are compounds which form 1D, 2D and 3D-sructures with various types of magnetic ordering. In particular, ferromagnetic ordering was discovered in Cu(II) halogenids with 1-substituted tetrazoles at temperatures lower than 12K [1, 2] . Recently, we studied the Co(alltz) 2 Cl 2 complex [3] which is a weak ferromagnet with T N =102 ± 2 ,Q WKLV FRPSOH[ VWURQJ hysteresis effects and reduction of magnetization with decrease of temperature were detected. The coordination polyhedron of the complex is a distorted octahedron formed by the N(4) atoms of two alltz cycles and four bridging Cl atoms (coordination unit CoN 2 Cl 4 ). Each chlorine atom is bonded with two cobalt atoms giving rise to a polymeric corrugated network. In this paper we study the anisotropy of magnetic properties of the Co(alltz) 2 Cl 2 single crystal.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The magnetochemical experiment was run on the MPMS-5S ("Quantum Design") SQUID magnetometer at temperatures 4.5-300 K in a homogenous external magnetic field of up to 50 kOe. Magnetic measurements on single crystals were performed in three mutually orthogonal directions (x,y,z). For the monoclinic crystals, the y and z directions were aligned with the crystallographic b and c axes. The studied sample was a parallelepiped with dimensions 4×2×0.2 mm. 
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In Fig. 1a 
parameter (J) between the Co(II) ions have been obtained by fitting the averaged curve to an expression for the susceptibility derived from high-temperature series expansion results for the isotropic antiferromagnetic square lattice with spin S=3/2. The resulting J=-8K and corresponding best-fit curve is presented in Fig. 1 with solid line. Below the Néel temperature (99.3 K) Co(alltz) 2 Cl 2 undergoes a phase transition to antiferromagnetic state with weak ferromagnetism. The presented dependencies of magnetization σ(T) (Fig. 1b) unambiguously point at direction of the weak ferromagnetic moment along the x-axis. Moreover, three characteristic temperatures P 1 , P 2 and P 3 which correspond to inflection points of σ(T) are seen on the curves obtained during heating. It is worth mentioning that P 1 and P 2 depend on the magnetic field while P 3 remains constant. Probably these anomalies are caused by reordering of the magnetic structure. Obviously, σ DW . DORQJ [-axis demonstrate small hysteresis (Fig. 2a) while the initial main magnetization curve lies beyond the hysteresis loop which is an unusual fact. Another uncommonness can be seen in Fig. 2b . During the initial cooling in a field of 49.5 kOe the magnetization σ DORQJ WKH [-axis shows a wide hysteresis loop (60 kOe) which is shifted along the ordinate. From Fig. 2 one can see that the hysteresis curves obtained at various conditions of the initial cooling are absolutely different. For the y and z directions no hysteresis effects were detected.
Unusual behavior of the magnetic properties of Co(alltz) 2 Cl 2 at temperatures of magnetic ordering could be explained by concurrent action of the single-ion anisotropy, antisymmetric exchange and anisotropy of the exchange interactions. At the same time the uncommon characteristics are strongly influenced by temperature dependence of monoclinic anisotropy constants on temperature. For complete understanding of magnetic structure at different cooling conditions further experimental and theoretical investigation is required. 
